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ABSTRACT
TIGS  paper describes an evaluation of an adaptive microphone
array with respect  to speech recognition performauce in a
tar. The microphone array is compared  KO two conventional
microphones  of different rypes. The speech recognition device
is aimed to be a part of a man/maehine-interface  between the
driver and tar information services.

1. Introduction ,
In order to enhanos  trafl?c safety and keep the drivers’
attention to the traffic,  it is suitable to use speech syn-
thesis to present information and speech recognition to
omtro1  the dow of information. Due to the noisy situa-
tion in a tar it is necessary  to employ some noise reducing
device in order to make the speech recognition function
satisfactorily.

This paper’ presents an evaluation where recordings
from a large speech material have been used in a tar in
typical  tra8ic situations. Utterances  have been  recorded
with two different conventional microphones and a mi-
crophone array.  The array recordings have been pro-
cessed  in a signal procgsing  system DSPSOO,  where a
spatial filtering technique[l]  in conjunction with adap-
tive filters has been used.  The material has been evahr-
ated with respect  to speech recognition performance.

2. Spatial Filters for the GSC
A Linear Arrsy  Broadband Generalized Sidelobe
Canceller[2]  (GSC) consists of an array  with an upper
beamformer C providing the ‘desired responsen to the
adaptive algorithm  and lower  beamformers Bi which
provide the inputs to the adaptive filters H,, see fig. 1.
The purpose of the lower beamformers is to protect  the
target signal from being cancelled by the adaptive filters
and l-D spatial filters have been used for this purpose(l).

‘This work is spenrored  b y  N U T E K  a n d  supported  by the
Swedish RTI-program (Road liansport Informatic) which ir bssed
on two Europcan projscts, Prometheus  and Drive  The purpose of
thew proJats is to dsvelap chs application of modern Informatlon
tachnology  for transport. Improved traffic information rhould give
shorts transport tima, 1s~ fuel consumption  and fewer accidents.
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Figure 1: Adaptive beamformer  structure

Zero weigths in the adaptive filters when no signals are
incident on the array are often wanted 131.  Tbis  is essily
obtained if a leaky algorithm is used to update  the adap
tive filters, provided the “leaky” noise rh: dominates over
the sensor noise. Furthermore, a dominating “leaky”
noise implies simple Wiener solutions and straightfor-
ward design criteria for the spatial filters Bi. In figure
2 the performance  of the adaptive array is illustrated.
Utterantes  are made ss five words-paus+five  words  and
the output power leve1 with and without noise cancelling
is plotted. A typical 1&15  dB improvement is obtained.

3. The Speech Recognition
The speech-recognition  device is a modjlied  version of
the Infovox RA-201, marketed by Infovox AB. This is
a speaker-adaptive system using template  matching of
cepstral  coefficients[4].  The input is preemphasized  by
t6 dB per ottave  between 200 and 5000 Hz, bandlimited
for anti-ahasing and sampled with a rate of 10 kHz. The
digitized signal is then processed  by a NEC 77’20  signal
processor used as a 16 channel  Bark-scale filter bank.
Seven  of the eight lowest  cepstral coefficients are calcu-
lated from the amplitudes in the 16 Bark-scale  bands
with a rate of 40 Hz. The first coefficient mntains  the
overall energy and is not used,  and therefore the seven
cepstral  mefficients describes  the shape  of the spectrurn
which is not sensitive to signal amplitude. After end-
p o i n t  detection,  the  words  art linearly  normaiized  to
32 samples  which implies a nominal length of 32 .1/40
s. During  remgnition, the unknown utterante  is non-
linearly time-normalized  for optimal alignment to each
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i Figure 2: Illustration of SNR-improvement with adap
tive array

vocabulary  word.

A noise compensation  technique hss been  used, where
the recognition system is adapted to environmental
noise. The noise is measured  just before and/or after
the sampled  word and is ‘added” [4] to the reference tem-
plates  which am recorded in a silent environment. This
procedure  compensates  for the fatt that training and
recognition have occurred  under different environmental
amditions.

4. Results
The results  presented here are based on six speakers,
three  women and three men reading fifty-three different
utterantes  repeated ten timcs  each. However, the Iast
two females spoke considerably lower than the other four
speakers, making it almost impossible to detect words for
the more distant  microphones. The material is evaluated
with respect  to speech recognition, see  fig. 3 and fig. 4.

Figure 3: Gorrectly recognized utterantes  in percent Figure 4: Falsely  detected in percent  (false alarms)

The speech material is reoorded  in a studio and played
with a loudspeaker in a tar driving 90 km/h. Simuha-
neous recordings are roade in the tar with a bigh quahty
condenser microphone (AKG), a goos*neck  microphone
(GN) especially  designed for mobile telephony  and an
eight-element array of medium quality condenser micro
phones. Tbc array recordings are processed using two
particuiar l-D spatial filter designs (spatial 1 and spa-
tial 2). One of the array microphones (MID) and the
sum of the eight (SUM) are included in the test. The ar-
ray and AKG microphones are placed  at approximately
the same distance (40-50  cm) in front of the speaker,
while  the goose-neck  microphone is plaoed  at a distance
les than 10 cm.

The results sbould  be interpreted  with care sinte  there
is a large variation among speakers. In fig. 3, GN is
the most robust microphone, while MID, which is the
simplest  microphone,  and AKG, which is the most ex-
pensive, perform  poorly when the speaker signal is weak
(speaker 5 and 6). In fig. 3, spatial 1 and spatial 2
perform  significantly  better than MID and SUM as ex-
pected. The high quality AKG shows the highest detec-
tion rate for speaker 1 through 4 (as expected).  The GN
performs approximately as spatial 1 and spatial 2 despite
the fatt that it is mounted very close  to the speaker.

Further, fig. 4 shows that the “false  alarm rat& is sig-
nificant for the GN microphone due to the commercial
mounting.  The other microphones are mounted acousti-
tally correctly.

5.  Possible improvements and current
eEorts

The speech  recognition algorithm does not take into ac-
count  the loss of lower frequencies  caused by the adap
tive array. The anay works as an active  microphone  and



the frequency response depends on the noise situation,
Le the microphone Will have different frequency char-
acteristics  at training and at recognition, the differente
can be ss much ss 20 dl3 for some frequencies.  How-
ever, the speech recognition device  is based on power
measurements in different frequency bands and a fre-
quency distortion might therefore be devastating.  If the
algorithms could compensate for the different frequency
characteristics at training and recognition, the adaptive
array  would be better  exploited. In our future work this
Will  be taken into account. Further  a poasible  improve-
ment is to use microphones of better  quality in the array
(at lesst as good as the gosse-neck microphone).

A cumbersome part of the spatial filter realization is the
calibration of the microphones and analog channels at
the inputs. A self calibrating realization has therefore
been developed. Apart from being very robust against
channel mismatch  preliminafy  msults  indicate a further
5 dB improvement of the signal-tc-noise ratio, yielding
even better  recognition performance.

6. Summary  and Conclusions
A broadband adaptive microphone array has been tested
and compared  to conventional microphones with respect
to speech recognition in a tar. The measurements  show
that the array gives a higher signal to noise ratio than
the other microphones, and is as good as a goose-neck
microphone for speech recognition.
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